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Design Formulas for
Evaluating Contact Stress in

,Ge,ne'lralilze,dl Gelarl Pairs
Introduction

A very important parameter when designing a gear pair is
the maximum surface contact stre s that exists between two gear
teeth in mesh, as it affects surface fatigue (namely. pitting and
wear) along with gear mesh losses, A lot of attention has been
targeted to the determination of the maximum contact stress
between gear teeth ill mesh, resulting in many "different" for-
mulas. Moreover, each of those formulas is applicable to a par-
ticular class of gears (e.g, hypoid, worm. spiroid, spiral bevel.
Of cylindrical-spur and helical). Morerecently, FEM (the finite
element method) has been introduced to evaluate the contact
stre between gear teeth. Pre ented below i a ingJe method-
ology for evaluating the maximum contact stress that exists Fig.1-Two pitch ,circles lncont8.ct
between gear teeth in mesh. The approach is independent of llIe r----------------------- =r=t

gear [Oath geometry (involute or cycloid) and valid for any gear
type (i.e., hypoid, worm. spiroid. bevel and cylindrical).

Relative 'Curvature
The contact. stress between two gear teeth in mesh depends

on the relative gear tooth curvature. material properties of the
gear teeth, and the transmitted load between the gear teeth,
Determination of the relative gear tooth curvature can be prob-
lernanc for certain gear types. The relative gear tooth curvature
between two gear teeth in mesh results in a contact that is either
point-eentact or line-contact, lit general. the tran verse contact
ratio for two gears in mesh is greater 'than zero. and line-contact
exists between the two gear teeth in mesh. Helical or spiral gears
with line-contact experience both axial andtransverse displace-
ment during me h. Such condirionsare inherent for any tooth
profile type (namely. involute or cycloid). Point-contact is the Fig, 2-G.88r nomenclature.
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alternative cenario for two conjugate surface in me h. That
condition occurs when the transverse contact ratioi .zero. That
type of contact applies to circular-are type profiles (Ilamely.
Novikov-Wildhaber or BBC).

Determination of the relative gear 'Iooth curvature AI(
between two planar involute gear teeth is demon trated prior to
pre enting !he relative gear toolh curvature between two gener-
alized gear teeth. Depicted in Figure I are two involute gear
teeth iII me h. The radius of the input pitch circle is Ri•whereas
R.. i the radius of the output pitch circle. Pi and Po are the radii
of curvature for the input. and outpur gear teeth respectively.
Projectimg the pitch radii R; and R.. onto the contact normal
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yields

Pi = R;sin¢l (Ia)

Ob)

where 'cp is theangle between the pitch circle tangency and the
tooth contact normal. For planar curves, tile curvature 1<: and
radiu of curvature p are reciprocals (i.e .• K :;l/p). Thu • rela-
tive gear tooth curvature ~K can be expressed as follows:

w. ])~K= +--. Po ..•
(2a)

or

8'1(:; 1(' -R' +; ). .In.
i ""0 SLn,!,'

(21))

where
R; radiu of input pitch circle
Ro radius of output pitch circle
¢I pre sure angle.

The above expre ion establishes a unique relation between
the pres ure angle ¢I. the pitch radii R, and R" and the relative
gear tooth curvature ~K. Regardless of the radii of tooth curva-
ture Pi and !Po. the relative gear tooth curvarure ax depends sole-
ly onpitch radii R, and Ro and pressure angle ,41. The above rela-
tion for relative gear 'tooth curvature ~sfor cylindrical gears with
spur-type gear teeth. Furthermore, the relation is valid only for
contact at Ute pitch point

Prior to pre enting a generalized relation for the relative gear
tooth curvature, it is necessary to establish some ncmenclanrre and.
introduce certain expre ions, Depicted in Figure 2 are two pitch
surfaces in mesh, two. axe of rotation ljElJldl~.the perpendicular
distance E between the two. axes Ii and 10,and the included angle L
between the 'two axes Ii and 10, The piteh urfacesin Figure 2 are
hyperboloids ..Notice in Figure 2 that each byperboloiclal pitch sur-
face i determined by a series of straight lines, Hyperboloids can
be envisioned the . wface produced by rotating a line or gener-
ator about a central axis. For example, rotaringjhe common gen-
erator lilo between the illpul. and OUtpllt body about the axis of rota-
tion Ii produces the input hyperboloidal pitch surface. The shape of
the hyperboloidal. pitch surface depends on an angle II and dis-
tance u. The angle ,11 is the cone angle of the generator. and u is the
radiu of the hyperboloidal pitch urfaceat iliethroat. Introducing
up. as !he radius of the inpm hyperboloidal pitch surface and Upo as
the radius of the output hyperboloidal pitch surface, then up!+ Upo

= E for two hyperboloidal surfaces in mesh. Similarly. defining ~
as the can angle foribe input hyperboloidal p.itch surface and llpo
as the cone ~e for the output hyperboloidal pitch surface, then
Olp. + ~ = L for two hyperboloidal pitch surfaces in mesh. Also
shown in Figure 2 is the distance wp; between the throat and. point
p. As 'the twohyperboloids rotate, they are always in contact along
the common generator.

Cylindrical gearing OCCllJ'S when die angle I between the
input axls of rotation and the output axis of rotation is zero (i.e.,
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l:= o and hence me con angles cr;,.md «po. are al 0 zero). fugen-
eral, II gear type depends on hom the center distance E (offset) and
angle .1: between the input and output axes of rotation. When the
di tanee E between two axes of rotation is zero, then the pitch sur-
faces become cone and the throat radii uP' and up<>are zero.
Alternately, when neither E nor l: is zero, then the two' pitch sur-
faces are hyperboloids. Equation 2b for relative curvature til( was
derived in terms of cylindrical pitch surface , and consequently it
il101 valid for conical or hyperboloidal pitch surface .

All importam parameter for pecifying relative gear tooth
curvature is the effective radius. The effective radius is the dis-
ranee between the point. p on the pilCh surface and the axis of
rotation. as shown in Figure 2. For generalized gear pair with a
con tant input/output gear ratio g, the effective radii Uel and Ueo
can be expre ed

where
upi radius of the input pitch urface (atthe throat)
uJXl radiu of the Olltput pitch urfaee (at the throat)
E shaft center di tance between !he two axes of rotation

(up, + Upo= E)
wpi axial position of tangent point on input pitch surface
Wpo axial position of tangent point on output pitch surface

(wp; = -wpo)

Ilpi cone angle of input pitch surface
Clpo cone angle of oUlput pach surface
L the included hafl angle between the I[WO axes of rota-

tion (0:,1, + 0:,0 = L).
11is also convenient '[a introduce the. following relations

where

uposi no:,.,
tan'YPo = """,~","",,~=~:o====

uJXl2cOS2-a".,+ Wpo2sin2Clpo

to determine relative gear Loath curvature. It is of ceatral impor-
tance to know th at the gear ratio g is equal to the ratio. of radiil R;
and R" (i.e., g = R;lRo)' C-one angles ~i and «po are zero fOJ

cylindrical gears, and con equently Ypjand Ypo are also zero. For
bevel. gears, the pitch radii, up; and upoare zero such that 'Ypi and

1110 reduce to zero. For spur gears, \jI is zero ..
In general, the extreme relative curvature between two gear

teeth in mesh can be determined with the following expressions:

(3a)

(3b)
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where
d~ minimum relative curvature between gear teeth
dKmu maximum relative curvature between gear teeth
Ri virtual radius of the input hyperboloidal pnch surface
Ro virtual radius of the output hyperboloidal pitch surface
'l'p; instaruaneous piral angle of the input gear ("',pi == "';'I'po)
¢>n normal pressure angle
1: included sha uft angle.

The above formulas for extreme relative gear tooth curva-
ture are applicable forhypoid, spiroid, worm, bevel and cylin-
drical gear pairs. Furthermore, those formulas are independent
ohhe type of gear loath profile, Recognize that when E = 0 (i.e .•
planar gearing) and '" = 0 (i,e., spur gears), Equation 2band the
above relation for maximum relative gear tooth curvature.
tl."max. are identical. The mathematical development of ihe
above expression involves many mathematical relations. and
only LIteresults are presented. Additional insight into LItemath-
ematical derivations is provided in Reference I._

Profile Modification
Ideally, two gear teeth in mesh are in line-contact for gear

pairs with involute-type tooth profiles. However, gear designers
introduce both proftie relief and lead crown to accommodate
errors in tooth spacing, runout, misalignment and deflections.
Gear teeth with profile or tip relief have a reduction in tooth
thickness in a particular transverse plane. The magnitude of the
tip relief is usually restricted to micrometers (IJlm)or a lew thou-
sandths of an inch. Crowned teeth have a reduction in tooth

thickness in the lengthwi e direction .of the gear tooth. The mag-
nirade of crowning is restricted to a few micrometersacm s the
tooth face, Depicted in Figure 3 is a tooth profile with tip,relief
and lead crown. Such profile modification reduces theoretical
line-contact tc point-contact. Consequently, the above relations
for extreme relative gear tooth curvature (i.e.,tl.Km••.and tl."rnm)
must be modified to account for crown and profile relief.

There is no established standard for specifying tooth profile
modificarion. Here. the deviation in ideal tooth profile is quadrat-
ic..Tip relief and leadcrown are specified here in a manner anal-
ogous to the specification of addendum and dedendurn, That is
achieved by introducing a tip relief constant o. and a lead crown
constant 'Bw. Given the following tip relief con tant 01/1and lead
crown constant Gill' the changes in CUI'V8111reSxvandS~ar'e

0"1]1=
8 s,

F;2 + Fo2 p;-
o~,;;; ( 2Pd r 15.

a+b I ---p;;-

(7.a)

(7b)

where
~ lead crown constant
0", tip relief constant

addendum constant
dedendum constant
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r, r, face width I
Pd normal diamet:rall'itch. !

ll',.,and ll. are the same for both the input and Olltput gear I
elements suchthat the modified curvature become !

I
(8a) i NC

!
i ~g 300,Il00'! ~
i 'ID

(8b), ~ ~ 200.000'
ILl ..
I, ~

l'lIcmm change in minimum relative tooth curvamre
i

OlCmu change in. maximum relative toolil curvature j
OK, change in. relative tooth curvature iII profile direction I
Enc1IJ change in relative teeth curvature in lengthwise direction ! I

¢In normal pressure angle ! 1.......- __ --------------------'I Fill· &-Mllximum contact ltrI"u ,ICIIII 1lIfIll' taco at C"~Lllldnc I, b-ypold. b VII
tVpl spiral angle. I, Ind _p!rald 111111Ipalr..

F-or spur gears (i.e .• tV '" 0). the face width Fi and Fo are
identical and equal to the distance between the heel and toe. The I
above change in relativegear looth curvature for modified gear I The tran mitted loadl!letween two gear teeth is non-uni-
Leeth mu t be added to the theoretical value. Thu • extreme gear ;;!:. formJy di .tributed .over the surtaee area of contact. Depicted in
tooth curvature can be expre ed Figure 4 is an elliptical contact area with semi-axe r. and rb

Kmin = bKmio (93) ! along with a parabolic Ire s intea ilY. The sum of the pres ure. I distribution over the area of contact results in th net force
(9b) ! applied 10 the gear mesh interface. Determination of the maxi-
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That formula neglects common loading factors that instanta-
neously increase the transmitted load P..One such loading factor

that results in an instantaneous increase in transmitted load is

the dynamic load that results from transmission error. A second
loading factor that increases the transmitted load is a distribu-

tion factor. Shaft misalignment can. result in a concentrated load
for gears withl1igh contact ratios ..A third type of loading factor
that gives an instantaneous increase in transmitted load is an
application factor. Such factors are inherent in "rough" operat-
ing machinery, like internal combustion engines and crushing

(Lla) mechanisms. Additional insight into those factors is provided by

AGMA. Contact stress is further affected by tractive or shear
forces that result from the relative sliding and friction at the

mesh and residual stresses in the tooth sub-surface. The magni-
(l 1b) tude of the shear load on the gear surface depends on the type of

lubricant and its thickness. Simultaneously, the gear designer
should be aware that relative gear tooth sliding at the contact

mum contact stress is based 011 the following assumptions;

gear tooth materials are elastic,
gear tooth materials are isotropic,
gear tooth materiall properties are homogeneous,
contact area is frictionless, and
radii of curvature are very big compared with the semi-axes

contact ellipse.
The maximum compressive stress is evaluated using a mat-

tress-based formula (see Reef 2). Hence, it is advisable that the

elastic moduli of the foundations are similar in magnitude, Itis
recommended that Hertz's formulas for predicting maximum

contact stress are used for gear elements with highlydissimilar
elastic foundations. Introducingthe constant

wbere
P normal contact force
Bi modulus of elasticity for input gear
Eo modulus of elasticity for output gear
I'; Poisson's ratio for input gear

110 Poisson's ratio for output gear,
the semi-axes of the contact ellipse become

ra= [c (~:: t4 K:J W

_ [ (' Kmll>!. ~,1/4 ~1.]1/3rb- C ,--- --
Kmin Kmin

Table l-Gear Pair Parameters.
ICylindrical Hy oid Bevel S iroid Cylindrical Hypoid Bevel Spiroid

2m 2m MQ 2JIQ E;; Eg (lbJin.2/N/m2) :lID' 3DIDD' ~ BShaft center distance E [inJmm) 50.8 50.8 0.00 50.8 ,l1J1X10' 207X10'

M .9Il lK! 00 J.Ii e Jl.o (dimensionless) 0.2.67 0.287 0.287 0.2.87
Included shaft angle 1: (degJrad.) D.D 1.571 1.571 1.571 R,(inJmml Q.6m W J.ill !l.llJl

315 l2.5 315 315 16.95 35.25 2914 3.00

Axial position oftoe WIO! 'linJmm) 82.55 82.55 82.55 82.55 R. (inJmm) L23i am 2.ill w.s
31.47 9634 lS.M 6142

ill ill ill m 1: [degJrad.) g ....L ,jIL .Il
Axjalposition of heel 1'11..., (inJmmJ 120.65 120.65 120.65 120,65 0 1.511 1.511 1.571

P.'[inJmmj 10.49 5.4lI5 5Jll 8.m
Number of teeth on input gear N {integer) 14 15 12 2 Q I:§.ll. ill

up; Ideg./rad.) 0 0.461 0.369 0.234
1 Wli. 0. ru

Number of teeth on output gear N (integer) 26 41 31 41 up!) (degJrad.) 0 l.lQ.1 1.2111 1.331
1 ~. !I. 1.5l.1M1 ~ 3:ill aLZl 1, (degJrad.1 0 0.099 0 1).021

Nominal spiral anglelj1p (degJr.ad.J 0.3Il4 0.620 0.648 1.411 II. illli ~ ~
30.00 .5U! 6.5Jll illlI Yo(degJrad.) 0 0.373 0 0.439

Nominal pressure angle (norman 41. (deg./rad.) 0.524 0.976 1.136 0.834 l.K",,,, 11/in'/1/ml
Il.m Il.lIW !LlIZ5 II..IW
0.24.9 O.sas US! un

~ 00!l OOQ 12Q
()Km .. l1/inJ1/mJ IlJ.3i1I 11M !Mlffi MVli.

I Input shaft torque T [ :::) 101.7 101.7 WIJ 14.36 S.2S1 2.118 1.1178 1).189

Km;.O/inJl/mJ Il.m D.D22fI !l.ll25II IIJJI1ll

Axial contact ratio m,ldimensionless) 1.5 1.5 1.'5 4 o.m 0.1186 0.984 4.111

tom .. fl/in./l/mJ illli IlJill W i.!l3
11U1 34.12 39.69 252.5

Addendum constant (dimensionless) PjlbJN) lll!Z illI Wli .!.ill.
B.!I03 ~'51 8,247 6.~

Dedendum constant (dimensionless) C (in.2/mm2) UZ1l1~ UlWa" 1mJ" ~ ,

0.076 0Jl56 0.0!1III 0.074

r.lin./mml !lli1lI g,m;[ Q.2lli JJm
lip relief constant a.ldimensionlessl 0.01 0.01 0.D1 0,01 11.601 5.419 6.142 HilS

r~lin./mm) I2.Q.Ill ~ WIll ~
0.439 0.866 0.965 0.412

Lead crown constant Ii'l' (dimensionless) 0.02 0.02 0.02 :0.02 (lI, (ksVMPa) .1B ill ill m
1,018 823 1.00 2,SZ5
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where
major semi -axis of contact ellipse
minor semi-axis of contactellipse
constant
maximum relative curvature with profile modification

Kmm minimum relative curvature with profile modification.

The maximum contact. stress Dc is obtained by integrating
the pressure distribution over the area of contact A.: aadequat-
iag to. the transmitted load P. The maximum stress Oc is 3rrJ4
times the average stress for an elliptical contact area and a pro-

portional stress intensity, hence

3n P0=--- -----~----
c 4 nr.rb

(12)

Table L-Contact Stress Calculations.
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zone can cause a rise in temperature at the mesh, resulting in a

temperature gradient in the gear tooth and thus further affecting

localized tooth contact stress.
Examples

Four examples are presented to illustrate the determination

of contact stress between gear teeth in mesh. The first example
is a helical cylindrical. gear pair. the second example is a hypoid
gear pair with non-zero spiral angle, the third example is a spi-
ral bevel gear pair, and the last example is a. spiroid gear pair
(i.e., a hypoid gear pair with high spiral angle). Each gear pair

has a L5-inch face width. The nominal gear parameters for each
gear pair are provided in Table I. Graphical illustrations of the

gear pairs are provided in Figure 5. Intermediate calculations

and final contact stress are presented in Table 2 for the face mid-
point. Values for maximum contact stress are based on a single
concentrated load and neglect load sharing resulting from high
contact ratio. tooth deflections or wheel body deflections. A

computer program has been written, and the variation in contact
'stress across the face of the gear pairs is depicted irnFigure 6.

Summary
Simplified design formulas for evaIuatinglbe maximum contact

· tress between two gears in me h are presented. The melbodology
Is summarized as follows:
• demonstrated that relative tooth curvature for planar gears
depends on pitch radii. and pressure angle,

'. presented a generalized formula for extreme relative curvature
between gear teeth in mesh that is valid for any tooth type (involute
or cycloid} and any gear type (cylindrical, bevel, hypoid, spiroid or
worm),
• presented a generalized formula for relative gear tooth curvature
for arbitral)' tooth profile modification (tip relief and lead crown),

'. presented explicir expressions for semi-axes of e1liplical contact
based on mattress formula,
• presented formula for maximum contact stress between gear
teeth, and
• presented four example to. illustrate the use of formulas to deter-
mine maximum contact stress.
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